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"We are divided against ourselves    We are arming against
each other   We have four armies now in my unhappy country
There is the Stahlhelm, who uphold the old monarchist
traditions    There is the Reichsbanner, defending the Re
public    There are the Communists    There are the Nazis—
the followers of that madman Adolf Hitler  who is gaining
many new recruits, especially among the younger men    Some
times I am alarmed   Indeed, I may say I am always alarmed
It is impossible to prophesy what is going to happen
"But youth?' asked Armand The younger crowd?
The members of the Youth Movement with its idealism and
its ann militarism Which way are they going ? '
Gustav Hoffmann laughed uneasily
* Those are difficult questions ' Those who joined the
Youth Movement after the war—millions of them—are now
ten years older They are almost middle aged, and with
middle age comes cynicism and disillusion and a tendency
to laugh at their own ideals of boyhood Besides, German
youth now is in a tragic state There is only poverty and
unemployment They take their degrees and there is no
place for them with a living wage They receive a technical
education, but their skill is unwanted They see their country
helpless, disarmed and humiliated in a hostile world They
remember how they went hungry in their early boyhood
during the tune of inflation Some of them are still hungry
They remember nothing but misery and unhappiness after
the war Germany has suffered ' They are looking for
new leaders who will give them hope as well as work and who
will lift Germany out of its present degradation Some^of
them see Hitler—that madman '—as the leader of promise
Others are turning away from all ideals, mad or otherwise
to the old belief m force as the only way of escape Others
again believe in the gospel of Lenin as the hope of a world
in which capital has broken down and vast masses of men
and women are hungry because of over production, and
without comforts because of a glut in luxuries So you see,

